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1933, Mr. S. M. Bruce, a former Commonwealth Prime Minister,
combined membership of the Commonwealth Cabinet with the task
of representing the Commonwealth in London, thus giving the
Australian Cabinet the opportunity of direct audience whenever
desired with the King through one of its members.1
Formerly Imperial Conferences were held periodically and repre- Changes
sentatives of the Dominions attended the old Committee of Imperial ance 1939.
Defence.2 During the Second World War the Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom was in direct communication with the other
Commonwealth Prime Ministers. There was also a daily stream of
telegrams through the Dominions Office (as it then was named).
Daily meetings of High Commissioners in London were presided
over by the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs and attended
by a representative of the Foreign Office. Dominion Prime Ministers
and other Ministers visited London from time to time, and Mr.
Churchill visited Canada. On the occasion of his second visit in 1943
there was held a joint meeting of the Canadian War Cabinet Com-
mittee and the British War Cabinet. The Australian High Commis-
sioner in London was given the right to attend meetings of the United
Kingdom War Cabinet whenever matters of direct and immediate
concern to Australia were under consideration. In 1944 there was
held in London a meeting of Prime Ministers attended by the Prime
Ministers of the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia and representatives of India.
To meet the special needs of the Pacific there were set up Pacific war
Councils in both Washington and London, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand were represented on both bodies, Subsequent meetings
of Prime Ministers have taken place in 1946, 1948, 1949, 1953 and
1955. Such meetings are much less formal than were the Imperial
Conference and, in particular, brief and uninformative communiques
have replaced the detailed reports which in the years between the
wars cpntained much of interest on the constitutional developments
of the period. On the other hand the new methods are much more
flexible and, with constitutional issues largely settled, the volume ot
exchange of information has greatly increased as the political
problems have increased in number and complexity. /
As was stated by the Imperial Conference of 1926 equality of
status does not necessarily involve equality of function. All the
member States have the right to separate diplomatic and consular
representation in foreign countries. But a State may request tfce
United Kingdom representative to act on its behalf where it has not
appointed its own representative. All members, while maintaining
their own defence forces, must rely upon the armed forces ol me
1 In 1950 the Commonwealth Minister of Defence was resident in London.
* P. 158, ante.

